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Optiflex

A whole new way to
look at security.

Optiflex

One-Touch Security Solution

An ideal complement to Optiflex, Honeywell’s
Symphony Touchscreen Interface lets you view
up to four cameras at a time, control security
and operate lights and relays directly at the
display or remotely from any Web browser.
Simple one-touch icons and menu-driven
prompts cut down on employee training time
and reduce false alarms.  Symphony also 
lets you view opening and closing reports 
and can be customized to schedule events
and control lighting and select appliances to
improve security, maximize profitability and
save money. 



A security solution worth looking into.

Optiflex makes 
it easy to:

Always on Guard

Ideal for guard stations and security offices, Optiflex lets authorized
personnel view secure guard tours in and around your business.

Additional Digital 
Video Storage  

Optiflex can be integrated with 

DVRs to deliver a more efficient and

cost-effective way to watch over 

your business. “Live” site visits are

conducted electronically while the

system simultaneously records video

in time lapse mode—granting you

instant access to, and easy search

and retrieval of important information.

There is no VCR maintenance to

contend with, no tapes to change 

and no scanning through endless

hours of video.
For the ultimate peace of mind, look no further than Optiflex—the 
cost-effective surveillance solution that provides the benefits of
next-generation digital video technology. It’s going to change the 
way you look at security.

• Check on a stock room or
view lobby entrances from
the Symphony screen or any
television connected to any
Optiflex video output

• View delivery docks
and parking lots

• Screen visitors at the
entranceway

• Keep your eye on valuable
assets, inventory and
important records

Introducing Optiflex—a security solution from Honeywell 

that’s worth looking into. The state-of-the-art video controller lets you 

view cameras around your business right at the video monitor, integrated

television or on your computer anywhere over the Internet, with the

assurance that your privacy is protected with the highest level of data

security available.

• View recorded video to check
on openings and closings of
your business

• View video at the 
touch of a button

Protected... 
and Connected

Whether you’re traveling for

business, away on vacation 

or at home, Optiflex can help

you keep tabs on your business

from any remote location. 

You can view cameras and

recorded video in and around

the workplace via a laptop or

desktop computer with the 

most highly secure Internet

connection available!
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